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Abstract

Presentation describes current situation in Dukovany NPP with two main coming future phenomenon
— privatization of CEZ company and preparation for liberalized electricity market. Considerations
about level of safety, investment costs and competitiveness of Dukovany Nuclear Power Plant in
liberalization process is described together comparison of some safety features of world NPPs. Results
of this comparison are used for consideration and evaluation of some require modifications
effectiveness.

1. INTRODUCTION

Dukovany NPP operates four Units with WWER 440/V213 reactors, which are representatives of the
latest model in row of WWER 440 MW reactors. This year the oldest Dukovany's Unit has been in
operation for sixteen years.

2. SAFETY MANAGEMENT

The period of last twelve years is a period of continuous changes with all kind of nature and these
changes have been more and more dynamic and turbulent. For the time being Dukovany has been
influenced by two significant impacts — privatization of CEZ company and preparation for liberalized
electricity market.

What does it mean in practice? Enormous pressure is on the production costs reduction. At the same
time there is a contra effort of competitive companies from Western Europe to rise our price by
declaring not accepted design differences and given pressure on costly investments. How one can
control safety in such environment? First of all let us have a look at a chart which encloses the field for
safety.

Economically reasonable investments in safety
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FIG. 1. Field for safety.
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The minimal level of safety is prescribed by requirements of state legislative — by Laws and Decrees.
The maximal level depends on how much I can invest into safety and particularly this aspect follows
the electricity price on the market and owner demands to get profit. The role of management is to
maintain costs somewhere between both limits, not to drop under minimal requirements and not to
exceed economical costs.

However, there is necessity to think also about future. The manoeuvre area is; narrowing. We have to
try to predict gradually increasing requirements, this going up staircase, and to influence them. At the
same time we are obliged to invest only into the most significant and fundamental matters in order not
to exceed the upper limit.

3. ECONOMICAL CONDITIONS

What is the nature of the pressure from our competitors to get us up economical limits ? It is
performed in different ways.- See the following chart with the complete compilation of our price —
you can see how many per cent we spend for operation and what 'administrative' costs for
decommissioning, insurance and the end of fuel cycle are like.

Which one of the competitive electricity producers has got these costs included into his price —
recultivation of coal mines and ash hills, insurance of liquidation of ecological catastrophes from oil
ship accidents, etc.?
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FIG. 2. Cost structure at Dukovany NPP.

Inherent costs (including depreciation) are 66 %, other costs, which are not usually present in other
power industries are 17 %.
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4. MODERNIZATION PROGRAM

This is not all. You can feel *also another pressure on our NPP, this is a specific pressure to increase
costs — it sounds obligatory modernization. After the fall of the iron curtain there was an option to
sell our cheaper electricity to West. However, this was not a good time for nuclear industry in this part
of Europe because there was a recession of nuclear and Western countries stopped building new NPPs.
Now a new competitor appeared in the Middle Europe and with him a new opportunity how to exert
their excessive capacity. The direction was clear — either to shut down cheap sources or to increase
their price and even get some profit from that. And in such a way we undergo the process of 'Safety
Issues' implementation, safety evaluation by EU, transfer of knowledge by PHARE program etc.
Suggested improvements were technically correct in prevailing cases, but you can always find
something to be improved in any technical equipment. Following this process, in past recent years we
invested 300 ml. USD. Our costs increased by several percentages. The safety was also increased. You
can see our results in CDF improvement in the following figure.

Probability of Core Damage Frequency [1/year]
Trend of PSA-1 results at Dukovany NPP
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FIG. 3. Probability of Core Damage Frequency [I /year].

For the time being we reached the level of CDF as I x 10"5, which is the recommended level for new
reactors by IAEA. We are planning to implement even two more sets of modifications, by which we
can reach a level of CDF as 7.75 x 10"6 during operation mode.

Note: The validity of the PSA model results was checked and tested by an IPERS mission (IAEA)
with eight international experts in team for the time period of two weeks. I am giving this information
because some people might look at the PSA results suspiciously.

5. WWER 440 DESIGN COMPARISON

Let me declare, that these results prove a very good quality of the basic WWER 440 design. Please,
look with me at the following table where I compared some safety related parameters, relations and
components of WWER V213 reactors with German (Convoi) and American (Westinghouse) reactors.
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Table I.

Reactor thermal capacity
Pressure in primary loops
Volume of water in primary
circuit (PC)
Volume of water in secondary
circuit (SC)
Flow square of DBA
(2x100%)
Ratio of volume of PC /
reactor thermal capacity

Ratio of volume of SC /
reactor thermal capacity
High pressure injection pumps
- number
- pump discharge pressure
- flow rate (0.7 MPa)
Low pressure ECCP pumps:
- number
- pump discharge pressure
-flowrate (0.3 MPa)
Hydro-accumulator tanks:
- number
- pressure
- water volume
- gas volume (Nitrogen)

units

MWT

MPa
m3

m3

m2

m3 / GWT

m3 / GWT

-
MPa
Kg/s

-
MPa
Kg/s

-
MPa
m3

m3

WWER 440
V-213
1375
12.4
237

288

0.386

172

209

3
13.2
37.5

3
0.7

111.0

4
6.0

40.0
30.0

Sizewell - B:
(Westinghouse)

3411
15.5
309

250

0.769

91

73

4
11.8

110.0

2
1.7

260.0

4
4.5

40.4
17.0

KWU - 1300
(Convoi)

3765
15.8
411

231

0.883

109

61

4
11.1
51.0

4
1.2

470.0

8
2.6
34.0
11.0

You can see three times better ratios for available volume secondary water (related to thermal power),
2 x higher volume of primary coolant (related to thermal power) and 2 x lower square for water
release during Design Basic Accident for WWER-440 reactors.

Why is it like that? There are a number of WWER 440 / V213 type advantages against some Western
PWR of the same age. Just for instance the following is a list of them.
• horizontal steam generators — bigger volume of water for cooling after a scram;
• bigger volume of water in the secondary circuit;
• better stability of water level in the steam generators during transients (slower regulation);
• tube plates of the steam generator are placed in a space with lower concentration of salts so it is

not affected by corrosion so much (SG) — better leak-tightness of SG's tubes — the second
barrier for release of radioactivity;

• bigger pressuriser — this means relatively more water in the primary circuit (to thermal capacity)
and by this fact, better stability of pressure in the primary circuit during transients;

• relatively low neutron flux flow in the reactor core —lower exertion of the reactor vessel and
internals and more time for power control;

• absence of Xe oscillations, reactor power is stabile thanks to a negative power coefficient;
• lower content of Co 59 in the reactor vessel material — lower contamination of equipment by Co

60 after activation by n-flux — lower personnel doses;
• six times redundancy of inherent logic of safety systems;
• three separated boron water tanks for boron injection systems and three separated boron water

tanks for emergency LP core cooling systems (not only one shared tank for all safety systems);
• the possibility of emergency connection of DGs to other Units (switching manually)

(modification);
• main control room staff has university degree (graduated), special state exams and psychological

examination regularly every two years, they are able to solve unconditional situations;
• additional emergency SG feedwater system (in total: three sources for feedwater);
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• lower temperature specific volume exertion of the reactor core;
• main isolation valves in the reactor coolant loops - the possibility of isolation some kinds of

leakages;
• fire brigade is located at the Dukovany NPP site.

So that, there is time to ask a question. We have nearly amended weaknesses of our reactors and we
have reached a level of design safety about 1CT5 - 10"6. How about Western NPP operators? I do not
want to say, that Western reactors are not safe, in any case. I want to highlight that we are in many
features, safer.

6. PRIVATIZATION AND SAFETY LEVEL

The answer is quite obvious, nobody wants increase its costs by extensive investments, when the
safety is high enough. Our safety level is also high enough. I believe that a new owner, which will buy
the CEZ, Dukovany NPP, will help us to stop these exaggerative pressures on useless investments and
on the other hand will provide us with enough sources that we can maintain the correct level of safety
as it was shown in my first figure.

Example of this investment could be our I&C modernisation project. It will cost several hundreds
millions of USD. Core damage frequency after implementation of the new I&C systems will stay at
the same level. Reliability of current systems is stable (we carry out comprehensive reliability study of
I&C systems annually) and it allows us to reach very good operational and safety results. Nevertheless
I&C systems replacement appeared in several IAEA 'Safety issues' and so our regulator requires
them.

It stands for to have also a considerable level of understanding for nuclear power plants needs, because
the price on the liberalized market can be hardly influenced. The benefit is higher by this part for
which
the costs can be reduced.
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FIG. 4. Cost-benefit.

7. CONCLUSION

And, we are back at the first chart — sources should be at least so high that we are able to fulfill
requirements of the state legislative and that we better estimate the higher level of safety. However, it
is very difficult to assess such a level, because the NPP has got a big inertia and the degradation comes
gradually and very often furtively. This is just an area for company management forethought and their
long-term strategy. Nuclear power plant is not a story about a colossal gain in a short period, it is
about a good gain for very long period.
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